A rotator cuff tear is a common cause of pain and disability among adults. It is estimated that each year, almost 2 million individuals in the United States have a rotator cuff problem. Current treatment options of rotator cuff tear include physiotherapy, administration of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, local glucocorticoid injections, and surgery to repair torn tendons, all of which are not always effective.

There is reasonable evidence to suggest that rotator cuff tear is an inflammatory condition. But, current methods of investigation do not give adequate clues to predict who is likely to respond and recover from the treatment(s) offered and what factors control the local inflammatory and inflammation resolution process. Hence, understanding the cross talk among resident stromal cells, including fibroblasts that not only participate in inflammatory diseases of the joint but also in the switch from acute to chronic inflammation, tissue resident and infiltrating macrophages, infiltrating immune cells (that may include leukocytes and T cells), and endothelial cells, is important to the disease process and for the development of newer therapeutic interventions. In this context, the report by Dakin et al¹ in this issue of The American Journal of Pathology is of substantial interest to the field. This report demonstrates that tendon stromal cells isolated from patients with tendon tears show a proinflammatory phenotype and secrete significantly higher amounts of IL-6 with dysregulated production and action of lipoxin A4 (LXA4), resolvins, protectins, and maresins compared with normal cells.

Shoulder Tendon Tear Is an Inflammatory Condition

The proinflammatory nature of shoulder tendon tears is supported by the reports that the mRNA expression levels of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, transforming growth factor-β1, cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) 9, 1, and 13, and vascular endothelial growth factor are increased in their synovium and the concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, MMP-1, MMP-9, MMP-13, insulin-like growth factor-1, and transforming growth factor-β1 are high in the synovial fluid.²,³ Furthermore, shoulder osteoarthritis that occurs as a result of degenerative rotator cuff tears seems to be related to persistent inflammation, oxidative stress, and angiogenesis, as evidenced by increased expression of angiopeptin 1 and 2 and hypoxia-inducible factor-1α.³ Immuno-histochemical evaluation of torn supraspinatus tendon samples, obtained during arthroscopic shoulder surgery, showed a significantly increased number of macrophages, mast cells, and T cells compared with control. In addition, inflammatory cell infiltration correlated inversely with rotator cuff tear size, with larger tears showing a marked reduction in all cell lineages, suggesting a role for innate immune pathways in the early tendinopathy. These results emphasize the fact that there are distinct and specific alterations in the expression of genes and their products that are involved in the process of inflammation and healing of the shoulder tendon tears.

During the acute phase of the shoulder tendon tear(s), infiltration of immune cells may help initiate the acute inflammatory process by up-regulating IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, transforming growth factor-β1, angiopoietins, insulin-like growth factor-1, hypoxia-inducible factor-1α, metalloproteinases, and COX-2 and its proinflammatory products, such as prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), thromboxanes (TXs), and leukotrienes (LTs). The production of these biologics is needed to induce the initial acute inflammatory process as inflammation is a protective phenomenon. It is likely that during this acute phase, there is increased production of proinflammatory molecules (such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and PGE2) and their products that are involved in the process of inflammation and healing of the shoulder tendon tears.
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relatively lower amounts of metalloproteinases, transforming growth factor-β1, angiopoietins, insulin-like growth factor-1, hypoxia-inducible factor-1α, LXA4, and other anti-inflammatory molecules. ILs and TNF-α activate phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and possibly other phospholipases that are needed for the release of arachidonic acid (AA; the precursor of PGE2, TXA2, LTs of 4 series, and LXA4); eicosapentaenoic acid [EPA; the precursor of prostaglandins (PGs) and TXs of 3 series, 5 series LTs, and resolvins of E series]; and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; the precursor of resolvins of D series, protectins, and maresins) from the cell membrane lipid pool. It is noteworthy that IL-1β can enhance the production of IL-6 and nitric oxide (NO) in addition to its ability to augment PGE2 production. But blocking of NO synthesis in IL-1β–stimulated cells enhances IL-6 production, suggesting a feedback regulation among IL-1, IL-6, and NO, with NO having an inhibitory action on IL-6 production. The infiltrating leukocytes, macrophages, T cells, and mast cells at the site of shoulder tendon tear(s) produce metalloproteinases in response to IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α. MMPs are needed for the release of TNF-α from macrophages and other cells, whereas TNF-α is essential for the induction of MMPs, which elicit macrophage infiltration. This cross talk is further influenced by the fact that TNF-α induces vascular endothelial growth factor production through the NF-κB pathway. Neovascularization is essential to meet the energy needs of the cellular proliferation process for removal of the debris and proper healing. Yet, excess neovascularization may cause matrix accumulation and fibrosis that is usually seen in the degenerative cascade of rotator cuff tears.

P38 mitogen-activated protein kinases are a class of mitogen-activated protein kinases that respond to stress stimuli, such as cytokines, and are involved in cell differentiation, apoptosis, and autophagy. Cells, when exposed to IL-1 or TNF-α in the presence of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibition, showed decreased PGE2, NO, and IL-6 production and increased the ratio of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1/MMP-3. These results suggest that inhibition of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase can be used as a strategy to suppress inflammation.

**Essential Fatty Acid Metabolism and Shoulder Tendon Tear**

Dietary linoleic acid and α-linolenic acid (which are essential fatty acids) are converted to their respective long-chain metabolites: γ-linolenic acid, dihomo-γ-linolenic acid, and AA from linoleic acid and EPA and DHA from α-linolenic acid by the action of Δ⁶ and Δ⁵ desaturases and elongases. Dihomo-γ-linolenic acid is the precursor of prostaglandin E1, whereas AA and EPA form precursors to respective PGs, LTs, and TXs. PGs, LTs, and TXs have proinflammatory actions, although PGs formed from EPA have less proinflammatory actions compared with those formed from AA. Lipoxin A4, formed from AA and resolvins of E series from EPA and resolvins of D series, protectins, and maresins, formed from DHA, have potent anti-inflammatory actions. Polysaturated fatty acids (PUFAs; linoleic acid, γ-linolenic acid, dihomo-γ-linolenic acid, AA, α-linolenic acid, EPA, and DHA) are released from the cell membrane lipid pool and form an important constituent of the cell membranes. It is likely that under physiological conditions, a balance is maintained between proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory products of AA/EPA/DHA and when this balance is tilted more toward proinflammatory metabolites, inflammatory events will be initiated. Thus, it is reasonable to propose that under conditions of increased PGE2, LT, and TX production, there could occur a decrease in the generation of LXA4 and other anti-inflammatory bioactive lipids (such as resolvins, protectins, and maresins) or they are metabolized to their less effective products. This implies that the way AA, EPA, and DHA are metabolized to form their products and the balance between the formed proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory metabolites ultimately determine resolution of inflammation, wound healing, and restoration of homeostasis or continuation of inflammation and conversion of acute inflammation to its chronic stage.

In a previous study, Dakin et al demonstrated that tendon-derived stromal cells obtained from healthy donors and patients with chronic tendinopathy, when treated with IL-1β, showed markedly increased synthesis of PGs and proresolving mediators 15-epi-LXA4 and maresin R1. It was observed that healthy tendon cells, when treated with IL-1β in the presence of 15-epi-LXA4 or maresin R1, produced much less PGE2 and prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), whereas diseased cells showed significantly higher amounts of PGs, despite a significant decrease in IL-6 production. Furthermore, increased expression of 15-prostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH) with a concomitant increase in the concentrations of both 15-epi-LXA4 and maresin R1 metabolites was noted in diseased tendon cells. Some of these abnormalities could be restored to normal by indomethacin (a COX-2 inhibitor) and a 15-PGDH inhibitor in diseased tendon cells _in vitro_. This, coupled with the report that in the early stage of inflammation genes and proteins induced by interferon and NF-κB are expressed, whereas in the late stage of inflammation (say in the chronic inflammation stage), genes and proteins are expressed by STAT-6 and glucocorticoid receptor activation, is seen as rather interesting. These results imply that the initial acute inflammatory process is triggered by increased production of PGE2 and other proinflammatory molecules, such as LTs and TXs, with a concomitant production of LXA4, resolvins, protectins, and maresins (probably suboptimal); and as the resolution process sets in, this balance between proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory molecules is tilted more toward the inflammation resolution inducing bioactive lipids: LXs, resolvins, protectins, and maresins. The failure of transition from the proinflammatory to anti-inflammatory events results in chronic pathologic inflammation. In this context, the interaction(s) among cytokines, glucocorticoids, and essential fatty acid metabolism, including the activities of COX-2 and 15-PGDH with regard to inflammation, is interesting.
Cross Talk among Cytokines, Glucocorticoids, and Bioactive Lipids

PGE2 and LXA4 (and resolvins, protectins, and maresins) suppress IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and metalloproteinase expression and, thus, suppress inflammation. In contrast, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α augment COX-2 expression and enhance the production of PGE2 and other proinflammatory eicosanoids. This paradoxical action of PGE2 to suppress IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α production, yet promote inflammation, suggests that there is a cross talk between PGE2 and cytokines that is meant to fine-tune the inflammatory process. This also implies that there could be a dose- and time-dependent interaction between PGE2 and inflammation. Blocking the activity of the prostaglandin degradation enzyme, 15-PGDH, results in a twofold increase in PGE2 levels with enhanced hemopoietic capacity and response to colon injury and partial hepatectomy in an accelerated manner, suggesting enhanced recovery from injury. Thus, PGE2 may have both proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory actions and is needed for tissue repair and regeneration. AA is the precursor of both PGE2 and LXA4 and, hence, regulation of the AA metabolic pathway is crucial in the modulation of the inflammatory process. Inflammatory conditions in which increased PGE2 production is seen are also characterized by AA deficiency state and reduced production of LXA4.4,11 In such AA-deficient states, administration of AA enhanced LXA4 production without change in PGE2 synthesis4,12,13 that could suppress inflammation. The increased PGE2 seen in acute inflammation may need to reach a critical level to trigger an anti-inflammatory process to direct AA metabolism toward LXA4 synthesis.

Activation of PLA2 is needed to release PUFAs from the cell membrane lipid pool. There are two proposed phases of release of PUFAs: one at the onset of the generation of proinflammatory PGs, TXs, and LTs; and the other at the time of resolution for the synthesis of anti-inflammatory LXs and aspirin-triggered lipoxins, resolvins, protectins, and maresins. There are three classes of phospholipases that control the release of AA and other PUFAs: calcium-independent PLA2 (iPLA2), secretory PLA2 (sPLA2), and cytosolic PLA2 (cPLA2).4,11 During acute inflammation, TNF-α and other cytokines induce influx of neutrophils and other immunocytes concomitant with PGE2 and leukotriene B4 (LTB4) production. During the phase of resolution of inflammation, there is an increase in LXA4 (and possibly, resolvins, protectins, and maresins) and PGD2, and formation of its product 15deoxy-D12–14PGJ2 occurs with a simultaneous decrease in PGE2 synthesis to stop neutrophil influx and enhance phagocytosis of debris.1,11,14,15 Thus, there are two waves of release of AA and other PUFAs: one at the onset of inflammation and the second at the time of resolution.

Studies revealed that type VI iPLA2 is the principal isoform expressed from the onset of inflammation up to 24 hours, whereas type Ila and V sPLA2 are expressed from the beginning of 48 to 72 hours. Type IV cPLA2 is not detectable during the early phase of acute inflammation but increases progressively during resolution, peaking at 72 hours. The increase in type IV cPLA2 is mirrored by a parallel increase in COX-2 expression.11,15 This parallel increase in cPLA2 and COX-2 suggests a close enzymatic coupling between them. Selective inhibition of cPLA2 results in the reduction of PGE2, LTB4, and IL-1β (and platelet-activating factor), whereas inhibition of types Ila and V sPLA2 decreases platelet-activating factor and LXA4 (and possibly, resolvins, protectins, and maresins) with a concomitant reduction in cPLA2 and COX-2 activities. Thus, sPLA2-derived platelet-activating factor and LXA4/resolvins/protectins/maresins seem to induce COX-2 and type IV cPLA2. IL-1β induces cPLA2 expression, suggesting that IL-1 not only induces inflammation but also regulates cPLA2 expression to initiate resolution of inflammation.11,15 Glucocorticoids inhibit both cPLA2 and sPLA2 expression, whereas type IV iPLA2 expression is refractory to the steroids. In addition, steroids block the activities of Δ6 and Δ5 desaturases, COX-2, and lipoxygenase (LOX). Thus, steroids not only block the formation of PGE2, LTs, and TXs, but also induce an AA/EPA/DHA deficiency state as a result of which adequate amounts of LXA4 (and possibly, resolvins, protectins, and maresins) cannot be formed and, hence, complete resolution of inflammation and wound healing would not occur because of their use.11,15,16

Activated iPLA2 contributes to the conversion of inactive pro–IL-1β to active IL-1β, which, in turn, induces cPLA2 expression that is necessary for resolution of inflammation. TNF-α might have a direct suppressive action on the synthesis of LXs, PGD2, and 15deoxy-D12–14PGJ2, partly by its ability to suppress the activities of Δ6 and Δ5 desaturases that induce an AA/EPA/DHA deficiency state as a result of failure of conversion of linoleic acid and ω-linolenic acid to their respective long-chain metabolites.17 In contrast, LXA4/resolvins/protectins/maresins inhibit TNF-α–induced production of ILs; promote TNF-α mRNA decay and inhibit TNF-α secretion and leukocyte trafficking; and, thus, attenuate inflammation. This close interaction among PLA2s, COX-2, PGD2, LXA4, and platelet-activating factor in the initiation, maintenance, and resolution of inflammation suggests that any imbalance in this complex interplay may result in inappropriate inflammation and failure of its resolution and healing of wound.

Potassium leakage from cells activates iPLA2. In contrast, Ca2+-dependent phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) suppresses IL-1β processing.18 This, coupled with the report that potassium released by cells undergoing necrosis into the extracellular milieu causes suppression of T-cell effector function by suppressing Akt—mammalian target of rapamycin phosphorylation,19 indicates that potassium levels at the site of inflammation have a regulatory role in IL-1β formation, iPLA2 activation, and, thus, modulation of inflammation.
Relationship between COX-2 and 15-PGDH

The levels of PGE2 are controlled not only by the synthetic enzymes but also by the degrading enzyme. The key enzyme involved in degrading PGE2 is NADPH-dependent 15-PGDH, which catalyzes the oxidation of 15(S)-hydroxyl group of PGs and lipoxins to form their respective 15-keto-metabolites that have reduced biological activities.\(^2\) An increase in the expression of COX-2 and decrease of 15-PGDH may occur during inflammation, leading to an increase in the levels of PGE2 because cytokine-induced expression of COX-2 is accompanied by a down-regulation of 15-PGDH. Increased expression of 15-PGDH attenuates IL-1β-induced expression of COX-2, suggesting an inverse relationship between COX-2 and 15-PGDH.\(^2\) In contrast, dexamethasone and other glucocorticoids induce the expression of 15-PGDH in a time- and dose-dependent manner that may explain their anti-inflammatory actions.\(^2\) The expression of 15-PGDH is positively related to mesenchymal markers and inversely to epithelial markers, implying that 15-PGDH is involved in epithelial-mesenchymal transition.\(^2\) This relationship between 15-PGDH expression and epithelial-mesenchymal transition may explain the possible role of PGE2 in the transition of acute inflammation to a chronic inflammatory state. Macrophages from nonobese diabetic mice have increased COX-2, low levels of 15-PGDH expression, and low levels of LXA4. This deficient LXA4 production is not due to deficient LOX activity but is related to increased soluble epoxide hydrolase, involved in metabolism of anti-inflammatory epoxyeicosatrienoic acids. This suggests that chronic inflammation may be due to changes not only in COX-2 expression, but also as a result of abnormal activities of 15-PGDH and soluble epoxide hydrolase.\(^2\)

Conclusions and Therapeutic Implications

Inflammation and its resolution are complex processes. The acute inflammatory response triggered by infection, injury, and other inciting agents either resolves in a timely manner or may become chronic because of an imbalance among various bioactive lipids. LXA4 (and other anti-inflammatory bioactive lipids, such as resolvins, protectins, and maresins) plays a pivotal role in suppressing an inappropriate inflammatory process and inducing much needed resolution, wound healing, and restoration of homeostasis.\(^1\) The sum effect or action of proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory bioactive lipids at the site of inflammation may be more important than the concentration of a single molecule. It is unclear whether local injection or infusion of LXA4 alone or a combination of LXA4 + resolvins + protectins + maresins is more beneficial at the site of inflammation, including rotator cuff tears. The possibility that oral supplementation (or local injection) of AA and other PUFAs in combination with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and steroids may be of significant benefit in rotator cuff tears needs to be explored. Bioactive lipids have a regulatory role in stem cell proliferation and differentiation and bring about their beneficial action by elaborating LXA4 (and possibly, resolvins, protectins, and maresins).\(^2\) Future research may clarify whether local injections of LXA4 at the site of inflammation would stimulate stem cell proliferation and enhance wound repair.
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